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Redcat racing gen 7

Everest Gen7 PRO Redcat Racing Everest Gen7 Pro, 1/10 RTR Scale Rock Tracked changes the way people buy RC tracked scanners. Out of the box, the Gen7 Pro comes as standard with features you expect to be optional, for a value that is still unheard of in the scanner scale market. It all starts with a powdered 3mm staircase chassis designed and
customized by BPC Custom Chassis and Two Guys Trail Gear. Adding a low slip ahead of the installed battery tray and steel bridge electronics creates a highly tuned platform that performs alongside customized caterpillars costing twice as expensive. The Gen7 Pro, one of these imposing body mounting systems, makes it easy to access the battery, ESC
and chassis. The front of the body is held in place with a highly durable hook and loop system, so there is no need to fuss with, easily lost, body clamps. Between the inner roll cage, exterior wings and the roof rack, the realistic body is well protected and looks stunning. Other standard features found on the Gen7 Pro are indoor wings, moulded underwater
snorkeling, folding mirrors, bumpers for fastening shackles with D-Rings and ball, LED fasteners and a roof rack loaded with scamp accessories. On the roof rack you will find a spare tyre, jack, fuel plaques, shovel, axe and sand staircase. The Gen7 Pro also includes a Hobbywing ESC brush, licensed Interco Super Swamper tyres, CVA front axles and
functional bead wheels. The stylish four-door SUV body is similar to what you'll find on many modern full-size caterpillars, and is available in green or black. Also included in the die cut decal sheet with black, white, red and wood grain panel options so you can customize gen7 as your own, right out of the box. The Gen7 Pro also includes a 3,000mAh NiMH
battery pack, a NiMH charger and a 2.4GHz radio system, making it one of the best values on the RC market. The cost would quickly add up if you tried to build a custom installation like the Gen7 Pro yourself, with all its features and accessories included. Now you can save money and get fooled by the RTR scale scanner. All this at an affordable price!
Everest Gen7 Pro includes all these features and accessories, right in the box. It's clear why the Redcat Racing Everest Gen7 Pro is such an incredible value! Get your Redcat Racing Gen7 Pro today! Powder coated with 3 mm steel frame ladder, 4-Link suspension, threaded aluminum shocks, functional wheels 1.9 beading, CVA front axle, steel bridge skid
plates, metal carrier coil, shary bearings throughout the area. Adjustable wheel base (317 mm - 325 mm), multiple impact positions, Adjustable approach and departure angle, adjustable suspension. Many accessories Scaling: full inner roll cage, inner wings, wings, moulded underwater snorkeling, shackle mount bumpers with Hitch D-rings and ball, LED
mounts, folding mirrors, roof rack, spare tyre, Jack, fuel beams, shovel, axe, sand ladder. 550 brush brush Waterproof tracked ESC with 3 selected braking modes, hexfly high torque metal steering gear serving, 2.4 GHz radio system. Collected &amp;; Ready to Launch – Includes 7.2V 3000mAh NiMH Battery, &amp;; NiMH Charger – Requires 4-AA
Batteries for The Checkout Transmitter as everest Gen7 stacked against competition in Big Squid RC - 1.9 Scale Crawler Shootout FREE 3D printed parts files for Everest Gen7 available on our Thingiverse page. Everest Gen7 SPORT Redcat Racing Everest Gen7 Sport, 1/10 scale RTR Scale Rock Gouler shocked the RC market. Out of the box, the Gen7
Sport comes as standard with features you expect to be optional, for amazing value. It all starts with a powdered 3mm staircase chassis designed and customized by BPC Custom Chassis and Two Guys Trail Gear. Adding a low slip ahead of the installed battery tray and steel bridge electronics creates a highly tuned platform that performs alongside
customized caterpillars costing twice as expensive. The realistic body of a 4-door SUV is similar to what you'll find on many modern full-size caterpillars. The high-quality cut-off deck sheet also includes black, white, red and wooden grain panel options so you can customize the Gen7 as your own, right out of the box. Bumpers for bracket fastening add even
more realism and are ready to take LED lamps and fasteners. True on a grand scale, interco Super Swamper's licensed tyres and functional bead wheels pull the Gen7 through the roughest terrain. Each wheel uses internal and internal rings of beads, which are made of steel 2 mm, for maximum strength and strength of the tire holding power. Solid fuel
bridge lock coils provide both left and right power tyres for the maximum possible traction. The Gen7 Sport includes a waterproof hobbling brush caterpillar ESC, a 550 brush electric motor, a waterproof high-to-be metal gearbox Hexfly steering servo, a 2,000mAh NiMH battery pack, a NiMH charger and a 2.4GHz radio system. The Gen7 Sport is a fully
customizable scale scanner, with many available performance parts and accessories. Get your own Gen7 Sport today! Powder coating 3 mm steel frame ladder, suspension 4-Link, aluminum coating oil filled blows, Functional wheels 1.9 beading, Lockout coils of bridge carriers, aluminum wheel six-legged, rail bearings throughout. Adjustable wheel base
(317 mm - 325 mm), Multiple impact positions, Adjustable approach and departure angle, Adjustable suspension. Licensed Interco Super Swamper tires, squid case, Shackle mount bumpers (LED ready) 550 brush engine, Waterproof tracked with 3 selected brake modes, screw serving hexfly metal gear, 2.4 GHz radio system. Collected &amp;; Ready to go -
Includes 7.2V 2000mAh NiMH Batteries, &amp;; NiMH Charger – Requires 4-AA batteries for transmitter FREE 3D printed parts files for Everest Gen7 available on our Thingiverse page. We have detected suspicious activity that comes from your temporarily blocked it as a precaution. Please tick the box to let us know you are human (sorry, robots are not
allowed). The body discovery system gives you quick and easy access to the battery (not included) and electronics. The price includes an additional mount in the style of a body clip. Remove the hook fasteners to use the included body clamps. Chassis mounted roll cage What matters is what's inside. Why screw the roll cages only to the body? Fenders, roll
cage and luggage rack are securely mounted together, creating an extremely durable and functional design. Adding even more functionality is a body lifting rod that fits easily into place while holding the body while changing and maintaining the battery. Reliable and functional details High-strength plastic wing with integrated rock sliders add a realistic look,
keeping the body stiff and protecting against side beats. Molded plastic internal feds increase durability and keep harmful road waste away from electronic components and other vital components. Detailed bumpers include shackles, 6 LED brackets and a rear bumper hitch. Side mirrors have an adjustable rotary effect to prevent them breaking in a narrow
footprint. Yes, scuba diving is not functioning right now, but we think it's a great tool. We hope that you also believe it. The chassis with the 3mm steel ladder RC Crawler Gen7 PRO is built around a sturdy and durable chassis with proven performance. Working with veterans in the Crawlers community, the RC Crawler Gen7 PRO has a 3mm-thick chassis
designed by one of the best chassis builders. Lead the field with your innovations and years of design experience. driving and building a caterpillar on a grand scale. Thanks to this, the car has the best chassis without a doubt. Accepted challenges, we will see you in the path of the Rubicon. Detailed and versatile accessories. Functional full spare tyres, two
scale ramps, a high-rise connector, an axe, a shovel and a petrol beam are included and installed on the RC Crawler Gen7 PRO tank. Accessories can be moved, removed or replaced. Optimize baccalaurea functionality to better match your trail adventure. Brackets are glued to baccalaurea in combination with a horizontal holder of bamas. The accessory
fastening system can also be used to secure the canvases, belts and elastic charging nets. Interco Super Swamp Licensed Replica on Exact Scale Interco's high-profile IROK Super Swamper uses a patented three-snip design. This tyre was specifically selected for the RC Crawler Gen7 PRO on a scale of 1:1 by caterpillar enthusiasts for its proven
performance victory. We leave the tyre design to the industry leader in the design of off-the-board tyres. The inner tyre foams provide excellent barrel resistance when needed and allow the super swampy tread design to do its job.   1.9 True Beadlock Wheels Internal and front steel rings are mounted on multi-disks. The performance and versatility of the RC
Crawler Gen7 PRO is once again demonstrated with these real beaded wheels. Accessing changes and setting up tyre foam is easy. Steel rings 2 mm thick provide maximum strength to secure the tyre in extreme rolling conditions. Mounting top 4-link Rear axle locks Steel bridge sliding plates Metal coil Bridge holder All-metal bridge holder locks left and
right wheels for maximum traction in technical conditions. A sturdy roundabout is sure to withstand the high-to-end 550 engine. CVA Front axles High quality front axles have constant speed seals for smooth operation during extreme steering angles and difficult terrain. Hexagonal aluminum aluminum coils Dampers Fully adjustable oil shock absorbers have a
threaded body design that makes it easy to adjust spring height and preload for maximum performance. HEXFLY Metal Gear Servo Servo High point of the moment HEXFLY provides the wide power (from 15 kg to 6v) needed to navigate in harsh trail conditions. Metal gearboxes lead to accurate long-term safe operation. The 550 brush REDCAT RACING
high power engine brush engine offers wide power for wheels. HOBBY HEXFLY Tracked ESC The new Hexfly Electronic Speed Control Scanner has three selected brake drag modes; 100%, 50% and 0%. The new Hexfly ESC is just the best speed control in its class.   RC Crawler Gen7 PRO Settings Included distinctive sheets can be used to save RC
Crawler Gen7 PRO according to your style.  Some assembly may be required. Installation.
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